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In the same way since Lly L2, L3 are the components of a vector, we have          -7-^ — o)3L^ 4- a>2L3 4- GI 4- yu,B3 — vR2 = 0  .........(4)
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where X, //-, z/ are the direction cosines of the arc PP1 referred to the axes at P.
The relations between the couples Lly &c., and the strains ft>! — 0ly &c.5 may be deduced from the expression for the work W given in Art. 52, by writing a)i — 0l9 &c. for K, T, \. Supposing for the sake of brevity that the axes are the principal flexure and torsion axes, we have
If the axes are the tangent at P to the central line and two perpendicular axes, we have X = 0, p = 0 and v = 1; but in all cases \ /JL, v are known from the given conditions of the rod.
We thus have nine equations to determine the quantities RI, R2y jR3; Lly i2J L%\ o^, a>.2, o)3. If the rod is extensible there will be another equation supplied by Hooke's law.
58. The meaning of these equations will be made clear if we apply them to the simpler case in which. the rod is uniform and when unstrained is straight and without twist. In this case #! = (), 02 = 0, #3 = 0, and <w1} <y.2} co3 are the components of the curvature and twist. Let us also take the tangent PT as the axis of x and the principal flexure axes PKy PL as axes of y and z
The rotations about Px, Py cannot alter the arc xyt but the rotation about Pz will move yf away from x by the arc «3d5s.   In the same way the rotations about Px and Pz eaunot alter the arc xz, but the rotation about Py will move z' towards x by the arc u^ds.   Therefore
xy '=xy + w3^s,        xz' = xz - w.2ds. Also the cosine of the arc xx' differs from unity by the square of a small quantity.    Substituting we find that the difference of the resolved parts along the axis of x is          dU - Vusds 4- Wu.2ds.
If £7, F, W stand for Rlt R.2, Rs we join to this the force F-ids ; equating the result to zero and dividing by d$, we obtain the first of the six equations. If U, T7, W stand for L-,, L2, L3 we add the couple G^ds and the moments of the forces I\l + dRl &c. acting at P. same way the fourth of the six equations.
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We thus obtain in the

